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out of the question. The first solution recommended to the
President was to entrust to a representative of the Populists
the task of forming a government "from the Centre to the Right.55*
The Nationalists were willing to co-operate on the basis of
recognition of the Republic and support of Stresemann3 but
their willingness was not yet official. The Centrum favoured
the Great Coalition, which the Socialists declared they would
help to form, but in view of the Populist opposition the proposal
was dropped, and the Centrists confined themselves to refusal
to co-operate with Nationalism; the consequences of a previous
bargain to recognize the Republic were still too fresh in their
memories. Negotiations were then begun all over again by the
Centrum, or rather by Marx himself, the Centrum reserving
freedom of action, to the accompaniment of all sorts of pronounce-
ments by unofficial persons and by the tentative offer of the
Nationalist leader, Westarp, to negotiate the "programme" of
a Right coalition. It was clear that Marx's real aim was another
minority cabinet with the support of the Socialists, but with the
attempt of the latter to dictate policy, the Populists declined to
participate in it, unless it was clear that all hope of any agreement
with the Nationalists was seen to be vain. Marx, therefore, aban-
doned his attempt, but was recalled by the President, and ordered
* It is worth while indicating the arithmetical conditions in parliament and
the majority possibilities in a house of 493 members of various coalitions
suggested.
Weimar Coalition (Socialists, 131; Centrum, 69; Democrats, 32): For, 232;
against 261.
Weimar Coalition (as above, plus Bavarians, 19): For, 251; against, 242.
Centre Coalition (Centrum^ 69 j Bavarians, 19; Democrats, 32; Populists, 51):
For, 171; against 322.
Great Coalition (Socialists, 1315 Centrum, 69; Democrats, 325 Populists, 51):
For, 283; against, 210.
Right Coalition (Nationalists, 103; Centrum, 69; Bavarians, 19; Econ. Party,
17; Populists, 51): For, 259; against, 234.
Against the government in any case voted 14 Fascists and 45 Communists.
The two other parties (the Hannover party 4, and the Land League 8) almost
invariably voted with the Nationalists. It will thus be seen that if the Great
Coalition was rejected, only a Right Coalition could enjoy a coalition majority.
The Right's fears of a dissolution, the obvious democratic solution, are justified
by the figures for 1928 given in the Appendix. The majority for the Stresemann
policy was a minimum one of 145 in a full house; after the Nationalist conversion
it was one of 434.

